Dying After Surgery: Study
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Covid-19 patients face greater risk of dying after surgery, a new global study revealed.

The study led by the University of Birmingham, which has a base predominantly in Europe, hospitals in Africa, Asia, and North America also contributed. It focused predominantly on European hospital patients, and was supported by other high-income settings.

KUALA LUMPUR, June 1 — Covid-19 patients undergoing surgery face far higher risk of postoperative death than non-coronavirus patients, including in minor operations, a new global study revealed.

The study led by the University of Birmingham, which has a base predominantly in Europe, hospitals in Africa, Asia, and North America also contributed. It focused predominantly on European hospital patients, and was supported by other high-income settings.

Mortality rates in Covid-19 patients who undergo surgery approach those of the sickest coronavirus patients, including in minor operations, a new global study revealed.

The study led by the University of Birmingham, which has a base predominantly in Europe, hospitals in Africa, Asia, and North America also contributed. It focused predominantly on European hospital patients, and was supported by other high-income settings.
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